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Abstract
Characterizing mechanical properties play a major role in several fields such as
biomedical and manufacturing sectors. In this study, a stochastic inverse model is
combined with a finite element (FE) approach to infer full-field mechanical properties
from scarce experimental data. This is achieved by means of non-linear combinations
of material property realizations, with a certain spatial structure, for constraining
stochastic simulations to data within a non-multiGaussian framework. This approach
can be applied to the design of highly heterogenous materials, the uncertainty
assessment of unknown mechanical properties or to provide accurate medical
diagnosis of hard and soft tissues. The developed methodology has been successfully
applied to a complex case study.
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1. Introduction.
Recently, there has been increased interest in highly heterogeneous materials and
composite materials due to its wide engineering applications. Nevertheless, heterogenous
materials show a large spatial and temporal variability, which lead to significant uncertainties in
the estimation of the full-field material properties (Wu and Zhu, 2017).
For instance, composite material encompasses three components: discontinuous
multiphases, the matrix as the continuous phase and the fine interface area. Examples of such
materials can be found in bioengineering such as musculoskeletal tissue and bone or implants in
orthopedics, porous ceramics, and metal-composite joints in automotive and aerospace
applications (Ni et al., 2007). As a result, there are composite materials with mechanical properties
changes within the vicinity with up to five orders of magnitude (Wu and Zhu, 2017). A
comprehensive review on the uncertainty representation of material properties can be found in
Charmpis et al., 2007; Sriramula and Chryssanthopoulos 2009. There are also attempts in the
literature for modelling the effects of the heterogeneity on the mechanical response (e.g., Zottis
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018).
The material property characterization is hampered by the problem of obtaining reliable
experimental data either by the financial cost or by technical impediments. Experimental tests for
determining material properties cover a wide range of techniques, including non-destructive
methods with the ability to access internal variables such as strains (e.g., Mortazavi et al., 2014).
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Examples of experimental techniques that can be used in conjunction with this
methodology comprise extensometers, photoelasticity, X-ray techniques, thermography, Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) and Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) (Li et al., 2014).
This paper makes use of the experimental information obtained with these approaches
within an inverse model framework to provide accurate predictions of the effects of
heterogeneous material properties. The reliability in numerical models strongly depends on the
properties of the underlying material, with justifies the use of inverse models to reduce the
uncertainty of highly heterogeneous materials. The methodology has been successfully applied to
a complex case study, while providing an uncertainty assessment of the results.

2. Material and methods.
Inverse problems are often ill-posed although there are new computational schemes to
properly overcome this drawback. Inverse methods are intended to determine the input and the
characteristics of a system from some of the output from the same system.
The methodology encompasses a finite element (FE) approach embedded into a stochastic
inverse framework for calculating effective material properties for heterogeneous materials.
The stochastic correlation structure of the material properties relies on an indicator
conditional simulation technique (Gómez-Hernández and Srivastava, 1990). As a first step, this
technique generates a set of material property realizations, named as seed fields, that honours
the material property measurements within a non-multiGaussian framework. Then seed
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parameter fields are conditional to measurements, and also to secondary data, for example, from
expert judgement.
The a priori stochastic structure of seed parameter fields is defined through the conditional
probability distribution function (cpdf) and the indicator variograms, which allow to estimate
variables at any unsampled location using indicator kriging algorithms (e.g., Goovaerts, 1997). This
enables to adopt any Random Function (RF) model and to reproduce the coalescence and
connectivity among phases and existing crack patterns, which are of vital importance to provide
reliable safety factors and fatigue life predictions.
The second step entails a numerical approximation of the mechanical stress (𝜎) and
displacement (u) field by means of the Finite Element Method (FEM). The ANSYS software is used
for that purpose (www.ansys.com).
In the third step, the method carries out an iterative optimization procedure based on
successive non-linear combinations of two seed realizations and the previous optimized
parameter fields (the elastic modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν)). The procedure is based on an
iterative minimization of a penalty function which expresses the discrepancy between the
experimentally measured and the numerically computed response of the underlying physical
system. In this sense, the optimization technique is based on data assimilation to identify
stochastic structures of uncertain mechanical parameters. This way of proceeding has been widely
used in the literature in many research fields (Llopis-Albert et al., 2015; 2018; 2018a; Llopis-Albert
and Pulido-Velazquez, 2015; Rubio et al., 2015; 2016; 2019). Further information about the inverse
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method used in this paper can be found in Llopis-Albert and Capilla, 2009; 2010; 2010a; LlopisAlbert et al., 2014; 2016.

3. Case study.
The methodology is used for the simulation of uncertain material properties (elastic elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio) conditional to measurements of those parameters and also to stress
and strain data. The case study deals with the bending of a composite beam. The beam has a
length of 4 m, and a height and width of 0.4 m. It has been discretized using blocks of 0.1 m, thus
leading to 640 blocks. Several boundary conditions are applied. The boundary conditions applied
is that the beam is fixed at one end in all degrees of freedom and the blocks belonging to the freeend are subjected to a bending moment as a result of a pressure of 1 MPa at the top face.
A set of 76 data are used as conditioning data for each variable. They are uniformly distributed
along the domain.

4. Results and discussion.
The gradual deformation process for constraining simulations to measurements leads to
significant differences between unconditional and conditional fields, i.e., important changes in the
seed parameter fields are induced. In this sense, results show a good agreement between the
estimated effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’ ratio in the conditional simulations regarding
their corresponding values in the reference field.
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After the iterative optimization procedure, Fig. 1 represents for a given conditional
realization the material property fields of the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, together with
its corresponding displacement and stress fields. It depicts how the heterogeneity in the material
properties is also present in the displacement and stress fields. The conditional fields also show
the presence of non-Gaussian features. The perturbation field is able to partially change the
stochastic structure of seed fields to come close to data, thus reducing the uncertainty in the
results. To better analyse the results a performance measure is defined as the square root of a
weighted mean of the square departures of computed values from the measured values after a
certain iteration. The conditional field presents, after fifty iterations of the inverse model, a
performance measurement of 1.34E-09 m for the displacement field (u), and 16.47 MPa for the
von Mises stress field (𝜎). This entails a reduction in the performance measurement, regarding the
unconditional field, of around 63% for the (u) field and 44% for the (𝜎) field.
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Figure 1. Material property fields for a given conditional realization: elastic modulus (a), Poisson’s
ratio (b); and its corresponding displacement (c) and stress fields (d).

5. Conclusions.
A stochastic inverse model combined with a finite element (FE) approach is presented to
characterize heterogeneous mechanical properties within a non-multiGaussian framework. The
FE method allows solving the problem in hand and obtaining the mechanical stress and
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displacement fields. The iterative optimization process allows constraining simulations to available
data by minimizing an objective function that penalizes the difference between measured and
computed data. The methodology allows characterizing the structural parameter fields of the
effective modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio and their corresponding mechanical
response. Finally, it has been successfully applied to a complex case study.
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